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Dear MWJDS Community,

What does it mean to be a community day school? It means that MWJDS strives to provide more than an excellent Jewish and general education. MWJDS provides religious, social and cultural opportunities for engagement that that go far beyond the expectations of a traditional classroom.

We celebrated many institutional accomplishments this past year, including being named the first grant recipient of the Fred and Gilda Slifka Family Day School Inclusion Initiative. This 10-year, multi-million dollar gift administered by Combined Jewish Philanthropies will bring a qualitatively greater level of inclusion and support to many students in the greater Boston area who may not have been able to access Jewish educations previously. Recognized for our seminal work in this field, MWJDS is proud to be a thought-leader in this grant and its implementation.

As we reflect on the accomplishments of the past year, we of course look forward to the year ahead. We are thankful as always for the support that each of you makes to our work. We sincerely hope that you will continue to partner with us to ensure the stability and development of our holy community.

Hope Casey
Board President

Rav-Hazzan Scott M. Sokol
Head of School
Expanding the Day School community

In partnership with Combined Jewish Philanthropies (CJP) and Gateways: Access to Jewish Education, MWJDS announced the launch of the Fred and Gilda Slifka Family Day School Inclusion Initiative in March of 2018. MWJDS will receive $1.9 million over 10 years to lead the effort to establish a comprehensive education program designed to meet the needs of students with a wide range of learning challenges in a Jewish day school environment.

MWJDS was selected as a founding partner for the Initiative based on its esteemed academic approach and its success in developing programming to educate all students. The funding will be invested in MWJDS’ individualized education model to further develop curricula, enrich differentiated instruction and teaching strategies, enhance support services for all students, and continue to implement innovative technology.

The MWJDS educational program is based on:
- Skilled application of differentiated learning techniques
- Dynamic multi-age cohorts to promote mastery of core academic subjects
- Traditional grade-based cohorts for social and project-based programming
- Intentionally small classes to preserve low student to teacher ratios
- Strong partnerships between parents and teaching teams

MWJDS is proud to be a thought-leader in the movement to create inclusive academic environments that benefits all learners.
Alumot Alumni Association

The Alumot Alumni Association stays connected with all our alumni. Contact alumot@mwjds.org for more information, and connect with us on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/groups/mwjdsalumot.

MWJDS Class of 2018

Mazal Tov to our newest Alumni, the Tamar Graduating Class of 2018—our largest graduating class! We wish them well as they go on to Gann Academy, Ashland High, Algonquin Regional High, Chapel Hill Chauncy Hall, Framingham High, and Natick High.

Alumot as High School Leaders

Our Alumni hit the ground running, taking leadership positions in their high schools and in the community. Once again, two former MWJDS students are serving on New England Region USY’s Executive Board. Many of our alumni participate in HaZamir: The International Jewish Teen Choir. Alumni serve as interns at Stand With Us, fighting anti-semitism while protecting, educating and inspiring the next generation of pro-Israel voices, and attend AIPAC, meeting with government leaders to strengthen, protect and promote the US-Israel relationship.

MWJDS goes to College

Our first three classes are off to college already. MWJDS alumni may be found at a host of colleges, bringing the skills they first began to practice at MWJDS into the real world. Kol HaKavod to Sergeant Adrin Levy ‘13, combat soldier in the elite unit Rochev Shamaim of the IDF!
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Thank you to our Donors! Todah Rabah!
Donations listed for July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018

$50,000+
The Beker Foundation
Combined Jewish Philanthropies
Renee and Steven Finn
Marla and Jeffrey Wolk

$10,000-$49,999
Allen A. Stein Family Foundation
Anonymous
Marsha and Harvey Chasen
Tally and Boaz Eitan
Jewish Funders Network
Barbara, Ashley Olivia and Ellis V. Morris
Francine and David Rothkopf
Ruderman Family Foundation

$5,000-$9,999
Susan and Aron Ain
Jayne and Harvey Beker
Lizbeth and George Krupp
Myra and Robert Snyder
Sharon Stein

$1,800-$4,999
Anonymous
Nancy and David Bayer
Debra and Gerry Bickoff
Ellen and Donald Bloch
Joyce and Michael Bohnen
Mary O’Brien and Glenn Coffman
Fran Elovitz
Fran Davis and Lindsay Farrer
Dana and Dan Finn
Haja and Jeff Finn
Joanna and Jeff Fleisher

$500-1,799
Marjorie and Barry Afergan
Stacy Goodman and Inge Agustsson
Erica and Jay Ball
Anita Diamant and Jim Ball
Lee and Stuart Bauer
Shirl Blank
Hope and Clay Casey
Terry and Dave Casey
Phyllis Epstein and Joseph Chartor
Carl and Carol Chudnofsky
Sherryl and Gerard Cohen
Susan and Richard Collins
David Decter Social Action Fund
Elaine Ellenbogen
Karen and David Farbman
Rena and Robert Fein
Linda Jason and Andy Fischer
Gann Academy
Rita and Herbert Gann
Maria Benet and Joe Geller
Berna and Bill Haberman
Debbie and Darin Hager
Rabbi William Hamilton
Amy and John Herrera
Ruth Hertz
Marc Jacobs
Rachel and Seth Kalvert
Holly and Jerry Kampler
Rolene and Marshall Karp
Tara and Michael Kent
Ely Kirschner
Vivian and Mati Lazar
Levine Chapels, Inc.
Fran Robbins Liben and
Rabbi Daniel Liben
Audra and Carlos Lizarralde
Carolyn Keller and Harvey Lowell
Laura and Ery Magasanik
Elaine and Burt Marmer
Pat and Jack Murphy
MWJDS Family Connection
Sarah and David Newman
Jennifer and Steven Novick
Gayle Null
PHASE(n) Corporation
Emily Spector Piovoso and
Tom Piovoso
Monica and Irving Plotnik
Friends Raytheon Matching Gifts
Charna Reichel
Deb Hall and David Rockwell
Roffi Salon and Day Spa
Marcia and Paul Rosenberg
Ruthann Ruthfield
Shirley and Sumner Sachs

Ruth Langer and Jonathan Sarna
Evie Kintzer Shorey and
Hesh Shorey
Cynthia Shulman
Marcia and Morton Shuman
Deborah and Scott Sinrich
Robin Kaye and Charlie Sisitsky
Arlene and Michael Sobol
Judy and Herb Spivak
Rabbi and Mrs. Donald Splansky
Starr, Finer, Starr, LLP
Emily Franklin Strauss and
Adam Strauss
Jennifer Sugarman
Sarah Miller and Sam Tarlin
Suzanne and Rabbi Herb Tobin
Sheila and Norman Weinstock
Brenda and Arnold Zaltas

$180–$499
Cynthia and Steve Adelman
Ronit and Ron Amit
Anita Kite and Robert Armes
Betsy and Randy Barske
Leslie and Rabbi Laurence Bazer
Beverly Benedetti and
Robert Berkowitz
Judy and Alan Bernstein
Dorothy and Stanley Bilsky
Annie and Andrew Blank
Pat and Michael Blank
Phyllis Blumberg
Box Tops for Education
Andrea and Ed Broadwin
The Butcherie
Louise Citron
Barbara and Milton Coleman
Mohammad Djamshidi
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Nancy and Dale Donchin
Kimberly Duckworth
Sol Eisenberg
Marlene Farbman
Rabbi Aviva and Ari Fellman
Sara and Russell Forman
Linda and Michael Frieze
Barbara Fritz Elliott
Zelda and Elkan Gamzu
Dana Gitell
Rosalyn Gould
Heather Zacker and David Harlow
Joyce and Marvin Hartstein
Nancy Hoffman and Joel Harris
Pamela Shuman Howitt and
Robert Howitt
Irene Sege and Mike Jacobs
Ronda and Joshua Jacobson
Janis and David Joel
Lori Kagan
Rona and John Kahn
Barbara and Michael Kalvert
Carrie Wechsler and Tal Katz
Arlene Katzman
Yael and Doug Katzman
Alison Butter and Alan Klevan
Koleinu
Norma and David Kramer
Sara Kramer
Eleanor and Barry Krasner
Tony Martin
Reva Tankle and John McArthur
Emily Beker and Ben Mintz
Jody and Geoff Mostow
Debbie and Mark Needleman
Robin and Robert Nichols
Elizabeth and Michael Null
Alexandre Oliveira
Gail and Mark Palmer
Lucia Press

Judy and Stuart Rhein
Rav Shira Shazeer and
Cantor Ken Richmond
Solomon Rosenberg
Beth Rosen and Robert Rosh
Phyllis and Richard Rotberg
Lori Bornstein and Alan Rothman
Phyllis and Samuel Rubinovitz
Rabbi Larry and Robin Rubinstein
Mara Rubinstein
Barbara and Arthur Safran
Jody Comins and Mike Schnur
Sharona Sefarady
Barb Siegel
Carol Sokol
Helene Sotsky
Jennifer and Rabbi David Starr
Stop & Shop Supermarket Co.
Arlene Sugarman
Arleen and Herb Tarutz
Temple Israel of Natick
Jonathan Krasner and Frank Tipton
Unlimited Links Inc.
Jennifer Slifka and Luis Vidal
Sharon and James Waldman
Irit Tau Webber and David Webber
Elayne and Eric Weinstein
We’re All In This Together
Geri and Barry b’rith West
Felice and Mark Whittum
Andrea Cohen and Carl Zack
David Zaltas

Up to $179
Irma and Seymour Andrus
Lisa and Alan Avery-Peck
Nurit and Dan Babchuck
Barnes and Noble
Melanie Bazer
Harriet Berg
Susan Berkowitz
Elizabeth Kraut Nahar and
   Avi Bernstein-Nahar
Ronda and Norman Bloomstein
Susan and Alex Braverman
Merlyn Carey
Julie and David Chivo
Dvorah Cohen
Reesa and Ed Cohen
Joyce Cohen
Donna and Kevin Comeau
Congregation Shaarei Tefillah
Lois and Howie Cooper
Deborah and Jason Daniels
Marilyn Daniels
Susan and Ken DeBenedictis
Linda and Steve Desatnick
Pamela Gilman and
   Richard Diamond
John Dinusson
Carol and Herb Dreyer
Einat and Dar Efroni
Carol Ann and Armand Epstein
Lisa and Scott Feldman
Lois Finn
Deborah and Daniel Fins
Lois and Arthur Finstein
Barbara Fishman
Lauren and David Fishman
Leora Fishman
Michelle and Mark Folickman
Fortini & Wilcox Realty, Inc.
Patricia Fulton
Barbara Gaffin
Eleanor Gallerani
Anita and Fred Gelfand
Robert Glazier
Cantor Jamie Gloth
Betty and Jerry Goldberg
Robin and Bruce Goldweitz
Shawn and Mark Granoff
Michelle and Marc Guttmann
Ellen Ball and Bruce Haimowitz
Hanto Restaurant
Lynne Heller
Lizbeth and Michael Heyer
Sherri and Wayne Himle
Edith Goldman and
   Morton Hoffman
Joan Holtz
Carole Mitnick and Chris Johnson
Nancy Kaftan
Robin Kahn
Janis and Steven Kamin
Paulette and Joel Kandel
Helen and Robert Kaplan
Sally and Herb Kepnes
Emily Kershner
Orit Kent and Meir Lakein
Millie and Larry Lauenger
Joel Leeman
Rabbi Murray Levine
Nathaniel Lew
Anne Lipton
Nitzan and Joe MacDermott
Allison and Elliot Mael
Julia Morgunova and
   Vladimir Makhnovskiy
Norma Marcus ע”ה
Marjorie and Arthur Marion
Mary Dean and Rich McKee
Gail Smookler and Richard McLaren
Joanne Camann and Stuart Mentzer
Harriet Merkowitz
Tamar Biala and Yehuda Mirsky
Valerie and Chris Montuori
Barbara and Jerry Naditch
New England Board of Cantors
Nancy and Philip Newfield
Eileen and Robert Nichols
Marcia and David Novick
Rae and Louis Paley
Judy Meyers and Mark Pasternack
Joyce and Bruce Pastor
Edna Perlmutter
James Perlmutter
Ronnie and Roy Pologe
Susan and Alessandro Porro
Jill and Steve Pressman
Ina and Jerry Regosin
Alice Ain Rich and Jack Rich
Barbara & Michael Richmond
Carol and Stanley Richmond
Eileen Winston and Gary Rosenberg
Susan Rubin
Sybil Saloman
Bobbi and Michael Schain
Susan and Robert Scherr
Linda and Howard Schiffman
Phoebe and Howard Schnitzer
Jan Moideal Schwartz and
Steve Schwartz
Leticia Scooler
Helen and Howard Siegel
Cantor Wendy Siegel
Sarah Sonnenfeld
Marlene and Alfred Spiller
Holly and Jason Stengel
Marc Stober
Sandy and David Tall
Alyse and Glenn Unterberger
Cynthia and Ralph Valencic
Sharon and James Waldman
Martin Wechsler
Cindy and Bruce White
Lorraine and Arthur White
Melinda and Fred Whittum
Michelle and Adam Wilen
Sheila and Bill Wolfson
Susan and Dan Wulf
Marissa and Dan Zwelling

Thank You to our Volunteers!

Helen Aviv
Lee Bauer
David Bayer
Nancy Bayer
Tamar Biala
Annie Blank
Donald Bloch
Joyce Bohnen
Clay Casey
Hope Casey
Sabrina Casey ’15
Harvey Chasen
Marsha Chasen
Jason Daniels
Kimberly Duckworth
Gahl Efroni
Barbara Fritz Eliott
David Farbman
Karen Farbman
Lindsay Farrer
Victoria Felson
Renée Finn
Steven Finn
Barbara Fishman
Dana Gitell
Eli Gurock
Scher Gurock
Debbie Hager
Pamela Shuman Howitt
Steve Kamin
Holly Kampler
Jerry Kampler
Sam Kampler
Lou Kates
Milly Katzman
Yael Katzman
Carolyn Keller
Alan Klevan
Evie Kintzer
Anita Kite
Norma Kramer
Audra Lizaralde
Vladimir Makhnovskiy
Burt Marmer
Elaine Marmer
Jina Missle
Julia Morgunova
Jody Mostow
Rabbi Beth Naditch
Mark Needleman
Bobby Nichols
Nathan Nichols ’15
Robin Nichols
Jennifer Novick
2017-2018 / 5778 School Year
Faculty & Staff
Rav-Hazzan Scott M. Sokol, Ph.D.

Head of School
Beth Null
Solomon Rosenberg
Francine Rothkopf
Mara Rubinstein
Phoebe Schnitzer
Rav Shira Shazeer
Carol Sokol
Holly Stengel
Jordana Stengel
Avraham Wachs Cashman
Nissa Weiss

2017-2018
Board of Directors
Hope Casey & Steven Finn
Co-Presidents
Evie Kintzer
Lindsay Farrer
Immediate Past President
Renee Finn
Founding Chair
Annie Blank & Yael Katzman
Family Connection
Carolyne Keller
Founding Head of School

Directors
David Bayer
Donald Bloch
Harvey Chasen
Linda Sue Sohn
Milly Katzman
Sarah Newman
Jennifer Novick
Amy Schectman
Irit Tau-Webber

Michael Null
Emily Spector Piovoso
Charna Reichel
Arlene Remz
Cantor Ken Richmond
Burton Robinson
Mitchell Rosenberg
David Rothkopf
Micah Rothkopf ‘15
Sam Rothkopf ‘13
Jill Sandberg
Larry Sandberg

Amy Schectman
Jan Moidel Schwartz
Charlie Sisitsky
Carol Sokol
Myra Snyder
Irit Tau-Webber
David Webber
Huong Wolf
Rafe Wolf
Jeff Wolk
Marla Wolk

תודה רבה
MetroWest Jewish Day School fosters the growth of students in grades Pre-K through 8 within a pluralistic and respectful environment, helping them to become confident learners with the skills and values to think critically and creatively.

Our curriculum integrates 21st century skills with Jewish knowledge and wisdom to engage our students in a rich, multifaceted learning experience. We support our students’ individual learning styles, enabling them to realize their full potential and find their place in the world.

MetroWest Jewish Day School is proud to serve families in 17 towns from Boston to Worcester and beyond!

We are so grateful for our partners:
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